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 The game supports two-player offline play and multiplayer online play using GameSpy's PlayStation 3 Live. Gameplay WSC
Real 11 is a wargame featuring realistic graphics, physics and game play, representing eleven of the professional snooker players
in the World Snooker Championship. The player is free to choose either a training, tournament or exhibition match mode. The

rules can be either real, fast or slow, and the AI can be customized to resemble one of four snooker players. These are John
Higgins, Stephen Hendry, Joe Perry and Mark Williams. Players can choose to compete in any of the fifteen matches in the

current season or in past seasons. Players can bet on matches with real-money, which is displayed on the leaderboards. The game
features online play, including the ability to set up and join sessions with other players and the ability to challenge a player. The

game uses GameSpy's PlayStation 3 Live service to support online multiplayer. Realism The game is very similar to
Championship Manager. The player has the opportunity to bring a team together by attracting different types of players, who

can have different attributes and skills that can contribute to the team's success. When in a match, the player can control the key
players on the match with the help of tactics and decisions. When players reach the end of a match, their statistics will be shown

to the player. The player can set up his or her own team and start playing the game. Release The game was released in
September 2009. Features Some of the features of the game are: Wide array of modes (training, tourney, exhibition, ranking)
Five-star Grand Prix Achievements Full leaderboards and achievements Tournament and event management. Replay feature

(including live streaming) Online community Sequels A sequel, World Snooker Championship 2011: The Masters, was released
on PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 on 9 November 2010 in Europe and on 10 November in the United Kingdom. A sequel, World
Snooker Championship 2012: Season 2, was released on Xbox 360 on 7 April 2011. A sequel, World Snooker Championship

2013: Season 3, was released on Xbox 360 on 1 September 2012. See also Snooker video games References External links WSC
Real 11 Official Website Category:2009 video games Category:PlayStation 3 82157476af
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